
SEYMOUR Q’S FOR MUSCO 1-19-2016 

1. Please comment on the likely effect of the projected glare, including levels on the 

fields, reflected glare form adjacent school buildings and relocatables. with 100’ > 

25,000 candelas  and 200’= 8285 c ( 80 ft poles = 7000c and 400c) 

2. Has Musco constructed lighting systems in similar sites with off-site glare 

measurements greater than 25,000 candela from the worst case luminaire? 

3. Glare: O’C projected glare = orders of magnitude above ambient. Would musco 

conduct field testing of ambient anc compute a source/ background measure? 

4. Please comment on the likely glare perceived in line of sight from historically dark 

back yards on western side. 

5. Please comment on the combined aggregate impact of the existing glare from 

the B Ball court and the 68 ft lights. 

6. What is field 4? Please comment on  the uniformity ratio of 53/17 = 3.08 and  

whether the contrast likely presents a problem for players. 

7. Does Musco have data or studies that address environmental and/or health 

impacts of LED lights? 

8. Does Musco have experience dealing with the “warmer” spectrum of LED lights 

is not expected to cause these effects (by comparison to more common blue-

white light from conventional LED)? 

9. How would such warmer lighting affect the photo metrics ( light spill, glare, sky 

glow)?  

10. How would such warmer lighting affect the energy efficiency and life cycle costs?  

11. What are the impacts and implications of the re-locatables on the location of the 

6 poles and lighting effects? 

12.  With a max pole height of 68 ft, will the photo metrics clearly indicate the 

mounting heights of the luminaires? 

13. And will the modeling of glare and light spill properly reflect the lower luminaire 

heights?  

14. Will 68 ft light poles be able to conform to generally accepted pole design 

requirements; e.g. upper limit of the defined beam should be no more than 80 

degrees above nadir (10 degrees or more downward from the horizontal plane of 

the luminaire) and no more that f % of luminaires should violate this rule? 


